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Toonzharlequin is the ideal tool 
both for paperless animation based on vector 
drawings made directly in the software, and 
traditional workflow based on paper drawings 
acquired by using a scanner.

Whatever workflow you prefer, tasks are 
performed in a user-friendly environment, that you 
can customize according to you needs, in order to 
fast-forward tedious and time-consuming steps.  © 1992-2011 Digital Video S.p.A. All rights reserved. Toonz is a trademark of 
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System Requirements
Windows*
- Intel® Core™ processor
- Microsoft® Windows® XP, Vista® or Windows 7 
- 1GB of RAM 
- 80MB of available hard-disk space
- 1024×768 or higher monitor resolution 

Macintosh* 
- Intel® processor 
- Mac OS® X 10.5 or later
- 1GB of RAM  
- 130MB of available hard-disk space
- 1024×768 or higher monitor resolution 

Directly supported scanners list at www.toonz.com; any other scanner supported via TWAIN drivers.
Graphic tablet recommended for better drawing functions

Traditional,
paperless, or both?

You choose, not the software

New Features in 6.3

● Optimization for 64-bit OS Version Available for 
Windows XP, Vista and 7 and for Mac OS X running on Intel 
processors, Toonz is optimized to work on 64-bit OS version.

● Subsampling on Selected Columns Apply a 
subsampling factor at once to all the animation levels, clips 
and images exposed in selected columns in order to have a 
faster visualization and playback in the work area.

● Xsheet Autopan Preference The xsheet autopanning 
according to the current frame cursor position when the 
animation is played back, can be disabled in the Preferences.

● Reset Step Command Remove any animation step in the 
selected cells, preserving the order of the exposed drawings.

● Increase/Decrease Step Commands Use the Increase 
Step and the Decrease Step commands to increase or 
decrease the animation step of the selected cells by one unit. 

● Movement along Motion Paths Linked to Control 
Points Link the key positions of the objects along the motion 
path to the positions of the control points defining the motion 
path, so that they remain consistent when the motion path is 
edited. 

● Similar Shape Interpolation Base the interpolation 
between key values on the shape of the curve you specify as 
reference, so that whenever the reference curve is edited, the 
segment will change accordingly.

● Exploded Sub-xsheet Displayed as a Group When a 
sub-xsheet is exploded, its columns and the related FX nodes 
are displayed as a group in the FX schematic in order to 
better retrieve them.

● Editable Groups of Nodes In the FX schematic, when 
the content of a group of nodes is displayed, it is possible to 
edit the links between group nodes, and links with nodes 
outside of the group.

● Gadgets in the Work Area Available for More 
Special FX Define FX parameters related to positions or 
dimensions with gadgets available in the work area by using 
the camera box and the scene elements as reference. 

● Cached FX Preview Cache the preview up to a specific 
node, so that the result of the compositing up to that node is 
stored in the computer memory and will be reused with no 
need to recompute it the next time the preview is run.

● Unit of Measure for FX Parameters Positions, 
distances and sizes in FX parameters can be expressed in 
several units of measure, including inches, millimeters, 
centimeters and fields, and are automatically converted in the 
chosen default unit.

● Control Image Available for More Particles 
Parameters Use images to control, according to the image 
brightness, several particle parameters.

● Mosaic Special Effect Turn images and animation levels 
in a series of tiles according to the specified size and 
distance: the color and transparency of the tiles are sampled 
from the source content. 

● Audio Scrub Available in the Viewer Use the current 
frame cursor in the viewer framebar to scrub the soundtrack 
you define with audio clips.

● Quicktime Output for 64-bit OS QuickTime output 
available also for Windows and Macintosh using a 64-bit OS 
version.

● Render Chunk Size Option Set the default size of 
chunks a render task is divided into when distributing the 
rendering job in the Toonz render farm.

● Show Info in Rendered Frames Option Include 
information about the scene name and the frame number in 
rendered frames.

● Flipbook Loading Box Define a box, smaller than the 
size of the loaded image sequence, that will limit the portion 
of the images that will be displayed in the flipbook, in order to 
speed up the loading time and increase the playback speed.

● Full Support of Toonz 4.6 Palette Toonz 4.6 palettes 
preserves pages and color names when they are imported 
and converted in the Toonz 6.3 format. new6.3version

*Using a 64-bit-capable computer with a 64-bit OS version dramatically improves the software performance; actual performance may vary according to the 
available RAM and other factors.



Interface
Toonz Harlequin offers a seamless workflow 
integration with no need to open or close 
applications to pass from one task to 
another. The working environment can be 
customized separately by each user by 
setting up rooms and command shortcuts.

Production Management
Production material can be easily stored and 
retrieved for a quick reuse, from one studio 
to another as well, through project folders.

A version control system is integrated both 
to store the database on a central repository 
while editing your local working copy, and to 
track the file history and retrieve previous 
revisions for every file.

Drawing
Drawings on paper can be scanned via the 
scanner paper feeder and can be cleaned up 
with automatic autocentering. They can be 
easily painted, and touched up if required, 
by using painting and editing tools.

A digital light table environment is available 
as well to add sketches, roughs and 
graphical notes, or to create animations 
directly in the scene context, making also 
possible rotoscoping, and the addition of 
masks and animation elements on the fly.

Features include full support of pressure 
sensitive tablets for drawing expressive 
variable-thickness lines; strokes grouping; 
interpolation for vector-based drawings; 
flexible onion skin view; a raster-to-vector 
converter; and a powerful 
free-transformation tool.

Ink&Paint
Sequence of drawings can be painted 
quickly  with automatic tools, and palette 
colors can be edited at any time, updating 
automatically all the level drawings.

Material, pattern and volume effects can be 
applied to colors, and animated or distorted 
textures can be used.

Painting sessions and color corrections can 
be done directly in the scene context, 
viewing backgrounds and other animation 
levels, with an immediate visual feedback.

Color consistency can be assured by using 
color models and the Studio Palette, that 
features links to update automatically all 
animation levels colors.

Compositing
The scene can be composited in the 
animator-friendly xsheet interface with 
spreadsheet-like editing tools, context 
sensitive menus and drag&drop actions.

A wide range of input formats is supported, 
including Photoshop documents, Avi and 
QuickTime clips.

Objects like drawings, cameras and pegbars 
can be animated by moving, scaling, rotating 
and shearing them. Complex movements 
can be defined by linking objects or using 
motion paths, and everything can be also 
animated in a 3D environment, with an 
automatic multiplane effect. 

Cutout-like animation can be easily 
achieved by defining models with character 
sections, and animating them with the 
Skeleton tool and the inverse kinematics.

Special FX, such as blurs, lighting, keys, 
masks, warps and gradients, are completely 
integrated in the working environment, with 
the possibility to define macros and presets. 
A particle engine specifically designed for 
2D animation is included and is a seamless 
component of FX set.

Transformations like movements and FX 
variations, can be controlled by editing in 
the graph the related interpolation in curves 
or in numerical columns.

Multiple audio files can be imported, then 
edited to synch the animation with the 
sound track, or scrubbed for lip synching.

Rendering
Scenes can be previewed in multiple 
windows to compare and examine frames, 
and rendered in a wide range of output 
formats with settings including options for 
framerate-stretching, 64-bit color-depth, 
and xsheet-based multiple rendering.

Scenes can be rendered by using a render 
farm, that distributes the job on the whole 
network while centrally controlling it, at a 
specified time, with a set priority and 
dependencies.

Toonz Harlequin is paperless animation
 compliant, as it is possible to draw 

directly in Toonz and create animations by 
modifying, modeling or automatically 
interpolating drawings.
Furthermore turn-around character 
models can be created defining joint points 
and skeletons, that can be retrieved from 
the library to be animated for the actual 
production with endless reuse. 

If your studio produces animation drawn
on paper, Toonz Harlequin offers you 

features to input paper drawings created by 
animation artists by using a scanner, and 
paint them in a completely color-consistent 
digital environment.
Scanned drawings can be autocentered 
according to pegholes and the whole 
cleanup process can be monitored to retain 
the quality of the artwork made on paper.

Stay 
Traditional

Go
Paperless


